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Green Infrastructure and Open Space  
 

M64. Would the policies for green infrastructure assist in creating a 

healthy city in accordance with Policy GG3 and will they provide an 
effective strategic context for the preparation of local plans and 
neighbourhood plans? Are Policies G1, G4 and G5 and their detailed 

criteria justified and necessary and would they provide an effective 
basis for development management? How would they affect the 

implementation of Policies GG4 and GG5 on delivering the homes 
Londoners need and growing a good economy?  
 

In particular: 
a) Is the Mayor’s target of making more than 50 percent of London 

green by 2050 and its designation as a National Park City justified and 
achievable?  

 

b) Do the policies adequately reflect the qualitative differences and 
value of different types of green infrastructure, including open and 

green space and the role of waterways (blue space) and the access to 
it?  

 

c) Given the All London Green Grid is it necessary for Boroughs to 
prepare green infrastructure strategies in accordance with Policy G1 B?  

 

d) Does Policy G4 provide sufficient protection for the amount and 
quality of all green and open space including private gardens and 

allotments and on housing estates? Is the categorisation in Table 8.1 
justified? Should the policy refer to the improvement of existing spaces?  

 

e) Is the expectation that Boroughs develop an Urban Greening Factor 

based on Policy G5 and Table 8.2 justified with particular regard to 
viability and practicality?  
 

 
 

 



London Forum supports the MSC additions to paragraphs 8.1.1 and 8.1.2 which 
clarify the purpose of the G1 to G5 policies. 

 
It may be useful to rename the ‘G’ policies as GI ones to distinguish them 

more from the GG ones, as has been done with the SI policies. 
 
Policy GG3 has been improved by the MSC addition to GG3 E on types of spaces 

and the green infrastructure policies will assist the achievement of the Good 
Growth objectives. They will assist Development Plan preparation and decisions. 

 
The green infrastructure policies could affect the delivery of homes Londoners 
need by emphasising the land that must be available in developments for 

children’s play space and for open areas as ‘green lungs’. 
 

M64 a) The target of 50% green space is justified for public health, relaxation, 
air quality, climate change and pollution reasons but London Forum doubts if it 
can be achieved, as private open space is often restricted in how it can be used. 

Also, boroughs are exploiting parks for events and exhibitions to raise money 
which restricts access to open space for many weeks a year, as reported here. 

 
A ‘National Park City’ status for London could help to limit that problem and 

incentivise new green space creation and consolidation. 
 
M64 b)  Yes, the open space types are differentiated. 

 
However, ‘Small Open Spaces’ in Table 8.1 can be small planted areas that have 

no play space and often limited space for benches for sitting but add to the 
greening and biodiversity of an area.  
That should be clarified in a paragraph. 

 
The ‘Linear Open Spaces’ are important for walks. There is no policy or guidance 

in Chapter 8 nor cross references to other draft NLP policies for managing the 
potential conflict between walking and cycling in public open space areas. It is a 
problem on narrow canal towpaths. 

 
M64 c) Yes, the infrastructure strategies derived from Policy G1 B will support 

the requirement in Policy G4 AA 1) for needs assessment and identification of 
open space deficiency. 
 

M64 d) – Policy G4 provides some protection of open spaces but not for their 
improvement. 

 
PROPOSAL:  
 

In Policy G4 AA 1C) after the word “accessible” add 
‘and is improved to meet the objectives for its category and the needs of 

the local community.’ 
 
All green and open space in private gardens on housing estates are not 

specifically protected and there should be policy to do so. 
 

 



PROPOSAL:   
 

G4 AA 1A) after the word “space” add ‘including private gardens and 
open space on housing estates’ 

 
There should be two additional paragraphs following Policy G4 
regarding borough’s assessment of green spaces, as follows: 

  
‘Green spaces can be of poor quality due to redundant buildings, 

buildings on the ‘At Risk’ register, hazardous areas, noise 
intrusion, loss of mature trees and hedgerows, fly-tipping, 
flooding, vandalism and insufficient play space. Boroughs should 

plan how to address such problems.’  and   
 

‘Front gardens and agricultural land should be protected. Off-
street parking in front of homes should be restricted. In-fill 
development proposals should be assessed for the amount of 

green space that would be lost and provision should be made for 
an equivalent or more of such space elsewhere.’  

 
There should be a paragraph emphasising the importance of back 

gardens for green chains, biodiversity and play space and the need to 
retain most of them and not divide plots under the Plan's Small Sites 
policy unless the remaining space would be suitable for amenity value 

and there is no significant loss of open and green space. 
 

Protection of allotments and community gardening facilities are covered by 
Policy G8. 
 

The categorisation in Table 8.1 is justified but it should be recognised that the 
Thames is the largest Regional Park Area in London, as well as being a ‘Linear 

Open Space’. 
 
M64 e) – The development of Urban Greening Factor is justified. 

It should be built into the definitions of requirements in Site Allocations so that 
developers do not pay too much for sites and adversely affect viability. 

 
PROPOSAL: Add to Policy G5 a section BC as follows: 
 

‘UGFs should be built into definitions in Site Allocations in Local Plans.’ 
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